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Creating a monstef
Bidengets aboost and
AI's conservation role

Little more than a week has passed since Vladimir
Putin's troopsinvadedUkraine, but it's already clear the
consequences will be profound and generational. This
special edition of the Guardian Weekly contains t6 pages

of dedicated news coverage, kicking offwith Russian
author Vladimir Sorokin's scathing essay on the rot at the
heart of Moscow's power pyramid that created a monster.
Shaun Walker, Emma Graham-Harrison and Peter Beaumont
Iead our coverage on the ground in Ukraine, while there's
brilliant analysis and context from the rest ofthe Guardian and
Observer's international reporting team, including Timothy
GartonAsh and Daniel Boffey.

Then, on the Opinion pages, with hundreds ofthousands
now fleeing Ukraine and the west facing up to a new
existential threat, Jonathan Freedland offers the stark
reminder that while Putin's appalling worldview took full
shape, it was our leaders who wilfully looked the other way.
Ulcaine invasion Page 8 )

The nomination of Ketanji Brown Jackson to the US supreme
court last week may understandably have passed below the
radar. Lauren Gambino explains why Jackson-s rise is a timely
boost for Joe Biden, while in Opinion Moira Donegan argues
that the president's groundbreaking choice was born to the role.
SpotlightP4ge33 )
OpinionPage4S )

Artificial intelligence can sometimes be a demonised
technology, as people dwell on its potential to disrupt our
lives for the worse. But, as Graeme Green writes this week,
AI and machine learning are being used to improve the
survival prospects ofseveral endangered species, from
pangolins to elephants.
SpotlightPagez4 +

Sergiy Maidukov is a l(yiv-based illustrator
whose worl< appears regularly in the
Guardian. His artworl< for this weel<'s

cover, depicting plumes of smoke rising
from a Ul<rainian horizon, was one of
severaI images he created on his iPad

during tast weekend's curfew in the city.
"We are sharing an apartment with

four friends and doing some vo[unteering - delivering food and "

stuff" Sergiy wrote eartier this weel<, adding that he had atso been
donating btood. "l live now at the swing of extreme feelings, from
darl< fear to bright optimism. ln days like these, it is impossible to
be on one's own.

"l feel that this time, historica[[y, we have the best chances ever
to fight Russia back. We are already discussing how we shoutd

rebuild our country after the victory. Gtory to Ul<raine!"
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